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Abstract The ability of agents to appropriately combine their private information depends on how well they evaluate the relative reliability of their information. We provide evidence that predicting the performance of a group in a perceptive task is improved by taking into account its members’ confidence in their own reliability. Doing so allows us to revisit previous results on the relation between the performance of a group and the heterogeneity of its members’ abilities. Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: ; Keywords: signal detection theory; group decision making; perceptive task; information aggregation; psychology.
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1 Introduction Group decision making is an extensive topic of research in economics and psychology. A central question is to know under what conditions two heads are better than one. Recently, the question has been carried to the field of psychophysics by studying group decision making in signal detection experiments (Bahrami et al., 2010, 2012; Koriat, 2012; Sorkin, Hays and West, 2001). Signal detection experiments consist in asking subjects to make a binary decision based on noisy perceptive information (Faisal, Selen and Wolpert, 2008). As a concrete example, consider a tennis referee who must tell whether or not the ball hit the ground inside or outside the court. A typical signal detection experiment in groups consists in asking subjects individually and then as a group to tell which one of two visual stimuli was the strongest. A long standing literature has shown that people’s decisions in this type of situations could be considered as being made by a Bayesian decision maker equipped with some (perceptive) information structure (Green and Swets, 1966). The modeling of perceptive information makes it possible to determine what would be the performance of a group if it perfectly combined its members’ information (Sorkin, Hays and West, 2001). Comparing actual group performance to this benchmark, Bahrami et al. (2010) and Bahrami et al. (2012) find that groups whose members are heterogeneous in terms of perceptive abilities (that is one of them has a higher probability of finding the strongest stimulus) tend to perform poorly. The failure of heterogeneous groups suggests that the reliability of individual information is not well accounted for in the way it is aggregated. Bahrami et al. (2010) propose, as explained by Ernst (2010), that groups use a suboptimal decision rule that overweights the recommendations of the least able member. The resulting efficiency loss is increasing in the difference in group members’ information reliabilities. This model therefore postulates the existence of a systematic failure in the way private information is aggregated. On the contrary, we propose to relate those results to biases in subjects’ calibrations. We assume that subjects’ beliefs about their perceptive abilities are
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initially not related to their actual perceptive abilities, so that the most able subjects tend to be relatively underconfident as compared to the least able subjects (Kruger and Dunning, 1999). Consequently, randomly assigned groups follow on average the least able member too often so that heterogeneity induce greater collective inefficiencies. Therefore our explanation of collective inefficiencies does not rely on the incapacity of humans to aggregate heterogeneous information. We rather see them as an inevitable consequence of the lack of information subjects have access to. Since our aim is to show that inefficiencies are related to subjects’ beliefs about their perceptive abilities, we conduct a signal detection experiment with group decisions in which we elicit subjects’ confidence at each trial. A confidence is defined as the subject’s belief that he chose the right stimulus. The results support our hypothesis. They are in line with new results that explore the links between metacognitive abilities and group decision (Bahrami et al., 2012; Koriat, 2012; Frith, 2012).



2 Models It is well established in Signal Detection Theory that the perceptive information subjects receive can be fruitfully modeled as a Bayesian information structure (Green and Swets, 1966; Beck et al., 2008). A subject draws at each trial a perceptive signal x ∈ (−∞, +∞). Signals are



drawn from a normal distribution whose mean, θ, depends on the actual contrast difference between the two stimuli. The variance σi2 captures the precision of subject i’s perception. We will often talk about a subject’s precision parameter as the inverse of his variance, τi = 1/σi2 . As we use only one level of difficult, the contrast difference θ can take two values, µ (right stimulus stronger) and −µ (left stimulus stronger), which are equally likely to occur. Subjects are



asked to tell whether θ is positive or negative. Individually, their decision rule is to follow the sign of the signal they receive. The probability that subject i makes the right decision corresponds to the probability that he receives a posi√ tive signal conditional on θ = µ. It is thus given by Φ(µ τi ) where Φ(·) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 2



As a group, if subjects perfectly combine their private informations, they make decisions based on the sign of the sum of their signals weighted by the precision of their informations: xG = τ1 x1 + τ2 x2 . Note that this statistics is positive if and only if the likelihood of ( x1 , x2 ) given µ is greater than the likelihood given −µ. The probability of a (optimal) group making a correct choice



is thus given by the probability that xG is positive conditional on µ. xG is nor√ mally distributed with mean (τ1 + τ2 )µ and precision 1/(τ1 + τ2 + 2ρ τ1 τ2 ),



where ρ is the correlation coefficient between group members’ signals (10). It follows that the ideal group’s information precision is given by τG∗ =



(τ1 + τ2 )2 √ τ1 + τ2 + 2ρ τ1 τ2



. According to the findings of Bahrami et al. (2010), the comparison of observed group success rate and its ideal success rate τG∗ reveals that inefficiencies are positively related to the heterogeneity of the group with respect to the precisions of its members. Bahrami et al. (2010) then propose an alternative model which is based on a suboptimal decision rule (named thereafter the suboptimal model). Groups sub = √ τ x + √ τ x . Weightmake decisions based on the sign of the statistics xG 2 2 1 1 ing each member’s signal by the square root of its precision instead of the precision induces group to follow the individual with the lowest precision too often (Ernst, 2010). The group precision as a function of its members’ precisions is τGsub



√ √ ( τ1 + τ1 )2 = 2(1 + ρ )



which corresponds to the optimal case when τ1 = τ2 but gets lower as τ1 and τ2 become different, i.e. in case of group heterogeneity.
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We propose an alternative model, the belief model, that sees the failures of heterogeneous groups as an outcome of a lack of information about their members’ precisions. Assume that subject i holds some beliefs about his precision 1 Bahrami



et al. (2010) do not take correlation in individual information in their model. The results described later all take this parameter into account. However, we show in the appendix, that the main result would hold even without taking correlation into account.
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parameter whose expectation is noted τi,e . We make the approximation that a group decision rule is based on the expected values of precision parameters of its members, i.e. a group chooses right when τ1,e x1 + τ2,e x2 is positive.2 In other words, the group behaves as if it were sure that these expected precisions are true. Given that xi , i = 1, 2, is actually distributed with precision τi , the group statistics is normally distributed with mean (τ1,e + τ2,e )µ and precision 2 τ + τ 2 τ + 2ρτ τ √ τ τ ). It follows that the precision of such a τ1 τ2 /(τ1,e 2 1 2 1,e 2,e 2,e 1 belief-based group is given by τGbel =



τ1 τ2 (τ1,e + τ2,e )2 . 2 τ + τ 2 τ + 2ρ √ τ τ τ τ τ1,e 2 1 2 1,e 2,e 2,e 1



If subjects’ expectations are well calibrated, i.e. τi,e = τi for i = 1, 2, the beliefbased group reaches its optimal precision level, i.e. τGbel = τG∗ . Actually, subjects may have biased expectations and still reach their optimal collective precision: group decisions are optimal as long as τ1,e /τ2,e = τ1 /τ2 . These expectations could be estimated by eliciting the level of confidence of subjects in their choices. This belief model predicts that the heterogeneity of a group with respect to the precision parameters of its members has no direct impact on the group performance. However, since subjects do not initially know their precision, subjects’ expected precisions should be (at least) initially unrelated to actual precisions. 3 . To see this, suppose that for every subject i, τi,e is drawn from some distribution that is independent of τi . It follows, that whatever the value of τ1 /τ2 , the expected value of τ1,e /τ2,e is 1. As a result, all groups treat their members equally which induce more heterogeneous groups to experience greater inefficiencies. 2 The



exact optimal decision rule is a much more complex object to handle. It must take into account the whole beliefs about subjects’ precisions. Noting subject’s beliefs about τi by Γi , the optimal decision rule depends on whether the group posterior about θ = µ P ( x1 , x2 ) =



Z ∞Z ∞ 0



0



P( x1 , x2 ; τ1 , τ2 )dΓ(τ1 )dΓ(τ2 )



is higher or lower than .5. 3 This assumption is supported by recent evidence showing that metacognitive ability is dissociable from task performance and varies across individuals (Fleming et al., 2010; Maniscalco et al., 2009; Fleming and Dolan, 2012)
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3 Protocol In order to evaluate our model and test our hypotheses, we run a signal detection experiment in which we elicit subjects’ confidences at each trial.



Figure 1: Stimulus



Subjects repeatedly perform a numerosity task. At each trial, they observe two circles containing a certain number of dots (50 and 53) during a short interval of time (less than one second), so that it is impossible to count dots (see 1). They first tell which one of the two circles is the most likely to contain the greatest number of dots. We then elicit how confident they are in their choice. Specifically, we ask subjects to evaluate the probability that they chose the right circle. They receive incentives to reveal their actual probability of success using the so-called matching probability rule (see the appendix for a detailed explanation of this elicitation rule). The matching probability rule elicit confidences independently of risk aversion.
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The experiment goes as follows: Subjects first make a sequence of 50 trials in isolation. In order to guaranty enough heterogeneity in the group members’ performances, half of the subjects observe the circles during a shorter time interval than the other half. Groups of two subjects (with different observation times) are then formed and make 150 trials again. For each trial, subjects inde4 Gajdos, Massoni and Vergnaud (2012) provide evidence that this rule performs better than other existing rules.
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Figure 2: Steps of Group Interaction



pendently observe the same two circles and make individual decisions, namely they choose a circle and report their confidence. The group members are then asked to reach an agreement on each of the two decisions (communication is free). After the group decisions are made, each group member reports his personal decisions once again so that we can check whether group members agreed with the group decisions (see 2).
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4 Data Treatment We present results based on 33 groups.
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We have presented the models in



terms of precision parameters. We will present our results using directly success rates, s, which is equivalent since the precision parameter completely determines success rate.
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We start by checking the assumption that subjects’ expected success rates are not related to their actual success rates (i.e. τe is not related to τ). Subject i’s expected success rate, noted si,e , is assumed to be equal to the mean of his reported confidences. By regressing the actual success rates s on se we do not obtain any correlation between these two variables. The left part of figure 3 represents the relation between individual success rates and individual confidences. We do not obtain any relation between these two variables. An OLS regression of confidences on success rates provides a slope of 0.09 with a p-value of 0.302 (n = 66). As expected it follows that well performing subjects tend to be relatively underconfident as compared to those performing poorly. The linear regression of individual overconfidence, defined as si,e − si , on individual success rate



indeed shows that those two variables are significantly negatively related. The slope of the relation is −0.85 with a p-value of 0.000. The relation is displayed in the right graph of figure 3.



Then we examine whether the main result of previous experiments, namely that heterogeneity in group members’ success rates impairs group performance, holds in our experiment. Based on the observed success rates of the group ˆ we commembers’, s1 and s2 , and on the estimated correlation coefficient ρ, pute the optimal group success rate, s∗G . The coefficient of correlation is computed as follows: we observe the prob5 This



experiment was conducted in May and June 2012 at the Laboratory of Experimental Economics in Paris (LEEP) of the University of Paris 1. Participants were recruited by standard procedure using ORSEE system (1) in the LEEPs database. 35 dyads i.e. 70 subjects (most of them were undergraduate students from University of Paris 1) participated in the experiment for pay. We have lost the data of two groups due to a problem with a computer during the experiment. As we choose to exclude any outlayers the data analysis is based on 33 groups of 2 subjects. The experiment last around 2 hours and subjects were paid on average 17 euros. 6 Indeed our experiment features only one level of contrast difference between the two stimuli so that a subject’s success rate fully characterizes his perceptive information precision.
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Figure 3: Analysis of expected success rate.



ability of the two group members to make the right decision simultaneously. According to the model, this probability should be equal to the probability of both individual signals being positive given µ = 1. Conditional on µ = 1, the distribution of the pair of signal is a bivariate normal with mean (1, 1) and covariance matrix σ12



ρσ1 σ2



ρσ1 σ2



σ22



!



.



ρ takes the value that equalizes the theoretical and observed probabilities of group members being simultaneously right. 7 . We then define collective losses as the difference between s∗G and the actual group success rate sG . Heterogeneity in members’ precisions is defined as the absolute value of the difference between members’ success rates: |s1 − s2 |. An



OLS regression of collective losses on group heterogeneity provides a positive coefficient of 0.32 that is statistically significant (t = 1.75, p-value = 0.089 - cf. the regression 1 in table 1). We now present evidence that the relation between heterogeneity of a group and its collective losses runs through belief miscalibration. We compute the belief-based success rate of each group, noted sbel G , which is based on the actual and expected success rates of its members. This predicted success rate allows us to make predictions on the amount of collective losses a group should ex7 See



Sorkin, Hays and West (2001) for the first attempt to incorporate correlation into the optimal model
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Collective Losses (n=33) Group Heterogeneity Belief-Based Collective Losses Constant



Regression 1 0.32** . -0.01



Regression 2 0.08 0.64*** 0.01



Table 1: Impact of group heterogeneity and belief-based losses on collective losses. hibit due to the biases of its members’ beliefs. Let us call s∗G − sbel G the belief-



based collective losses. Regressing the collective losses on the belief-based collective losses and group heterogeneity provides the following results: an effect of belief-based collective losses statistically significant (coefficient of 0.64 with t = 2.75, p-value = 0.010) whereas group heterogeneity does not significantly



impact collective losses (cf. the regression 2 in table 1). Therefore, the relation between group heterogeneity and collective losses disappears when belief-based collective losses are included in the regression. This insight is also obtained without using our model: we define the difference in group members’ overconfidence as |s1,e − s1 − s2,e + s2 |. Groups should



make more mistakes when this variable takes a large value as one group mem-



ber is overconfident as compared to the other and will consequently be followed too often. We directly regress collective losses against group heterogeneity and the difference in group members’ overconfidence. Again, group heterogeneity does not impact collective losses significantly while the difference in overconfidence does (coefficient of 0.24 with t = 2.75, p-value = 0.010) as the regression 2 in table 2 shows. Collective Losses (n=33) Regression 1 Regression 2 Group Heterogeneity 0.32** 0.13 Difference in Overconfidence . 0.24** Constant -0.01 -0.01 Table 2: Impact of group heterogeneity and difference in overconfidence on collective losses. We conclude that heterogeneity in group members information precisions only impairs group performance if beliefs are miscalibrated. We now test our model against the optimal model and the suboptimal model. 9



All three models make a prediction about the group success rate so we can compare the explanatory power of the three models on the observe success rate sG . bel We perform separate OLS regressions of sG on s∗G , ssub G and s G (regressions (a),



(b) and (c), respectively, in table 3). Actual Success sG (n=33) Optimal Model s∗G Suboptimal Model ssub G Belief Model sbel G Constant



(a) (b) (c) 0.83*** . . . 0.51*** . . . 0.94*** 0.11 0.36*** 0.05



Table 3: Regressions of the group success rate on each model’s predictions. We compare the resulting R2 : the belief model provides a R2bel = 0.6266 while the suboptimal model and the optimal model yield R2sub = 0.4745 and R2∗ = 0.5610 respectively. We perform a Vuong test of R2 (Vuong, 1989) and our



model has a statistically significant higher explanatory power than the suboptimal one (Vuong z-statistic = −2.3033, p-value = 0.0213) and closed to significant against the optimal one (Vuong z-statistic = −1.4204, p-value = 0.1555).



We also compare the models with respect to their prediction of the over-



all actual success rate. The results are displayed in table 4. The model of Bahrami et al. (2010) significantly underestimates the overall group performance (p = 0.001). The belief model also underestimate group performance although non-significantly. The optimal model overestimate group performance and is close to be not significantly different from the observed prediction (p = 0.074). Overall Success



Observed Optimal Model 69.9% 71.1%



Belief Model 69%



Suboptimal Model 66.4%



Table 4: Overall predictions of the models.



4.1 Learning The results presented in the paper show that if subjects perfectly knew their relative abilities, collective inefficiencies would be statistically independent of collective inefficiencies. The reason why we observe a relation is that subjects have initially no information about their abilities in the task so that on average 10



well performing subjects tend to be relatively underconfident as compared to poorly performing subjects. As subjects repeat the task, they should be able to learn about their ability. The pace at which learning occurs depends upon the feedbacks they receive, but eventually they should be able to combine informations of different reliabilities. In our experiment, subjects observe whether they made the right choice after each trial. But we show that the 150 trials were no enough to observe significant improvement in calibration. We compute each subject’s expected success rate over the first (period 1) and last 75 trials (period 2). Let us note these two expected success rates s1e and s2e respectively. We compute subjects’ success rates s1 and s2 over the same periods. Subjects’ expected success rate is not closer on average to their actual success rate: the average miscalibration in period 1, |s1e − s1 | is 0.0679 while it is 0.0752 in second period. A t-test of difference shows that this difference is not statistically significant (t = −0.8216, p-value = 0.2072).



Moreover, the fact that well performing agents are relatively underconfi-



dent remains true throughout the experiment. Table 1 presents the results of the regressions of subjects’ miscalibration in period 1 and 2 over their actual success rate in that period. The relation is significantly negative in both cases. Actual Success (n=66) Miscalibration Constant



Period 1 -0.44*** 0.66***



Period 2 -0.48*** 0.68***



Table 5: Relations between miscalibration and actual success rate in periods 1 and 2. Therefore we find no evidence of trends in subjects’ calibration. This is the reason why the analysis of this paper is performed using a single calibration estimation for each individual.



5 Discussion and Conclusion This paper proposes a model of (approximately) optimal group decision taking into account subjects’ miscalibration. We run an signal detection experiment with group decisions in which individual calibration is elicited. We show that 11



our model performs well at predicting group behavior and allows us to reinterpret the findings that more heterogeneous groups are more inefficient. Our interpretation is simply that in an unusual task, subjects have no particular reason to believe that their partner is more or less able at performing the task. As a result, groups tend to make decisions as if their members were equally capable. In those groups where subjects are heterogeneous in ability, this induces inefficiencies. More heterogeneous groups therefore perform relatively poorly. Observed confidences provided us with an estimate of group belief about the relative ability of their members. Their analysis made it possible to support our explanation. This work is a first step in the understanding of determinants of group performance in perceptive tasks. We present a few ideas for future research. In a signal detection task, making a group decision is more demanding than making an individual decision because subjects need to evaluate and compare the strength of their perceptive information instead of just taking its sign. The ability to accurately evaluate one’s information strength is often measured along two dimensions, calibration and discrimination. We have considered the impact of imperfect calibration on group performance. Limited discrimination can be thought of as the fact that the strength of a perceptive signal is observed with an additional noise. So limited discrimination of group members limits group performance because the information on which the group makes a decision is more noisy than the information on which the individual (binary) decision is based. Moreover, in the same way as an individual may have a biased estimate of his perceptive ability, he may have a biased estimate of his discrimination ability. As a result, a group will attribute the right weight to each of its members’ opinions if both perception and discrimination abilities are well known. Not only group members need to evaluate the strength of their perceptive signals but they also need to find a way of comparing them. Our data suggest that subjects do not fully share their information. If information was fully shared, then group decision would always be made consensually. We use the individual decisions made after the group discussion to check when a group decision was consensual. As it turns out, a significant proportion of group 12



decisions are non consensual (14%). Moreover, the disagreement rate significantly decreases from the first 75 periods to the last 75 periods. It is 16% in the first part and 12% in the second (a two way t-test rejects the hypothesis that those two means are equal ( p − value = 0.05)). Moreover, we find a positive



relation (close to statistical significance) between the rate of disagreement in a



group and the collective losses of this group. It may therefore be worth investigating the reasons why certain groups are superior to other at sharing their information.
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Appendix Materials



This computer-based experiment uses Matlab with the Psychophysics



Toolbox version 3 (2) and has been achieved on computers with 1024x768 screens.



Lottery 2 Keep their bet p > l1



100 75



p



Loose l2 > l1



50 25 Get a lottery ticket p < l1



0 Confidence



Win l2 < l1



Lottery 1 Figure 4: Confidence elicitation mechanism using probability matching. Probability Matching Rule



Payments are determined by a probability match-



ing rule (see figure 4). The principle is to elicit an objective probability equivalent to a subjective one. In our design, subjects have to report on a gauge the probability p that makes them indifferent between a lottery which gives a positive reward in case of a correct answer and a lottery with a probability p of winning the same reward. After the subject has reported a probability p, a random number q is drawn. If q is smaller than p, the subject keeps his initial lottery based on his answer, if q is greater than p, the subject is paid according to a lottery that provides the same reward with probability q. In practice this scoring rule is implemented using a 0 to 100 scale, with steps of 5. Subjects are told that an answer make them hold a lottery ticket based on their answers’ accuracy : it gives 1 point if the answer is correct and -1 otherwise. Then on the 0 to 100 gauge, subjects have to report the minimal percentage of chance p they require to accept an exchange between their lottery ticket and a lottery ticket 15
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